Thank you for supporting the Calgary Waldorf School.
Rebel Bean Coffee is 100% Arabica, organically grown,
fairly-traded coffee, freshly roasted in Okotoks.
COFFEE $20/BAG (400g) TEA $10/BAG (50g)

Campaign Offerings Include:
This is Rebel Bean’s most popular medium roast blend (Jitterbug), rebranded to support
Calgary Waldorf School as the Morning Circle Blend. Whether you choose this blend
because of its name, it’s custom designed label, or it’s mellow, bright, caramel-infused
flavour, this is an easy drinking cup.

Coffee lovers will enjoy the bold intensity of this blend. Earthy Central and South
American beans are roasted to bring out the nutty flavours and spicy characteristics
in this coffee.

Easy Rider is a smooth, sweet, easy to drink Espresso. Beans from Indonesia,Central,
and South America combine to offer a caramel-infused cup with a beautiful, rich crema.
Easy Rider is perfect on its own or when combined with frothy steamed milk.

This single origin Decaf coffee from Peru has been naturally decaffeinated using the
Swiss Water Process method. Rebel Bean’s Peru Decaf has become sought after for
its nutty fragrance, creamy richness and chocolatey flavour.
Calgary Waldorf School Tumbler $10
Made of eco-friendly polymer and 51% reclaimed wheat straw. Completely
biodegradable. Double-wall construction to keep your favorite coffee, tea or
other beverages at temperature longer. Hand wash only for proper care.

ARABIAN MINT TEA
Ingredients: Peppermint, spearmint, ginger, orange peels, everlasting flowers
Caffeine: None

CHINA GREEN TEA
Ingredients: Organic Sencha Green Tea
Caffeine: Moderate

EARL GREY CREAM
Ingredients: Black tea, cornflowers, oil of bergamot, natural flavours
Caffeine: Robust

ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA
Ingredients: Black Tea
Caffeine: Robust

LOOSE LEAF TEA STEEPER $10
A simple and easy-to-use tea steeper with a stainless-steel mesh. Perfect
for making one cup of loose-leaf tea.

Rebel Coffee Fundraising Order Form
Orders Due by: November 5, 2021 to the CWS Office
Name & Phone: ___________________________________________ EMAIL:_________________________________

Coffee Orders

WB = Whole Bean G = Ground

MORNING
CIRCLE

If ordering on behalf of friends or family, parents can keep track WB
of orders using separate lines.

Tea Orders

G

DARK
WB

G

ESPRESSO
WB

G

DECAF
WB

CWS
$20 per bag (400g)
Tumbler
G

$10

loose leaf teas

If ordering on behalf of friends or family, parents can keep track English
of orders using separate lines.
Breakfast

Total
Items

Amount
Due

$10 per bag (50g)

Arabian
Mint

REBEL BEAN ROASTERS, OKOTOKS, AB WWW.REBELBEANCOFFEE.COM 403-620-8624
Items will be ready for pick up the week of November 15th - you will be contacted.

Earl Grey
Cream

Green

$10 Tea
Steeper

Total
Items

Amount
Due

Grand Total
cash, credit, debit to the CWS office

Orders and payment can be made at the school office. Thank you for supporting CWS!

